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(54) ELECTRONIC DEVICE AND CONTROL METHOD THEREFOR

(57) An electronic apparatus is disclosed. The electronic apparatus includes a display, a storage in which keyword
information by product specification is stored, and a processor configured to obtain user feedback on the product by
crawling a website, identify positive feedback or negative feedback among the user feedback corresponding to the
keyword information by specification by performing natural language processing (NLP) to which at least two different
algorithms are applied, and display a result of the identification through the display.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The disclosure relates to an electronic apparatus and a control method. More particularly, the disclosure relates
to an electronic apparatus which performs natural language processing (NLP) and a control method thereof.

[Background Art]

[0002] With the recent development of electronic technology, the size of online shopping markets through electronic
apparatus has grown exponentially. As users cannot directly see, touch, or feel products, feedbacks, reviews, etc. of
other users who purchased the products are very important in online shopping markets.
[0003] Recently, research on a method of applying a machine learning algorithm such as deep learning, etc. to feedback
and reviews of users, and confirming a positive or negative evaluation of products by performing a big data analysis.
For example, the artificial intelligence system may apply natural language processing (NLP) to various user feedbacks
to identify positive or negative feedback for the product.
[0004] However, there were problems in that the identification result of the feedback has not matched the user’s actual
emotion (positive or negative) with respect to the product, and was not accurate. Accordingly, an identification method
having a higher accuracy has been required.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0005] The object of the application is to provide an electronic apparatus that performs NLP on user feedback and
identifies whether the feedback is positive or negative and a control method thereof.

[Technical Solution]

[0006] According to an embodiment of the disclosure, an electronic apparatus includes a display, a storage in which
keyword information by product specification is stored, and a processor configured to obtain user feedback on the product
by crawling a website, identify positive feedback or negative feedback among the user feedback corresponding to the
keyword information by specification by performing natural language processing (NLP) to which at least two different
algorithms are applied, and display a result of the identification through the display.
[0007] The user feedback may include feedback title and feedback contents, wherein the processor is configured to
identify a first exposure frequency of a first positive word and a first negative word, respectively, included in the feedback
title by performing NLP on the feedback title, identify a second exposure frequency of a second positive word and a
second negative word, respectively, included in the feedback contents by performing NLP on the feedback contents,
and identify the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback on the product by applying a weight higher
than the second exposure frequency to the first exposure frequency.
[0008] The user feedback may further include rating information with respect to the product, and wherein the processor
is configured to the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback on the product by applying a weight higher
than the first exposure frequency and the second exposure frequency to the rating information.
[0009] The processor may be configured to obtain a first identification result by identifying positive feedback or negative
feedback on the product by performing NLP that a first algorithm is applied to the user feedback, obtain a second
identification result by identifying positive feedback or negative feedback on the product by performing NLP that a second
algorithm is applied to the user feedback, and identify the user feedback as negative feedback based on at least one of
the first identification result and the second identification result including negative feedback.
[0010] The processor may be configured to display a ratio of the positive feedback and the negative feedback on the
keyword information by product specification through the display, and based on a keyword corresponding to a specific
specification of the product being selected according to a user input, display at least a part of the user feedback including
the keyword.
[0011] The processor may be configured to display at least one of a UI for selecting the website to perform the crawling
and a UI for editing a keyword by the product specification through the display.
[0012] The processor may be configured to obtain a first analysis result by performing NLP that the first algorithm is
applied to user feedback of a first language obtained by crawling the website, obtain a second analysis result by performing
NLP that the second algorithm is applied to user feedback of a second language obtained by crawling the website, and
identify the positive feedback or the negative feedback by synthesizing the obtained first and second analysis results.
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[0013] The processor may be configured to identify each of a plurality of sentences included in the user feedback as
a positive sentence or a negative sentence, and identify the user feedback as the positive feedback or the negative
feedback based on a ratio of the number of the positive sentences to a total number of sentences, and a ratio of the
number of the negative sentences to the total number of sentences, included in the user feedback.
[0014] A method of controlling an electronic apparatus storing keyword information by product specification, the method
includes obtaining user feedback on the product by crawling a website, identifying positive feedback or negative feedback
among the user feedback corresponding to the keyword information by product specification by performing natural
language processing (NLP) to which at least two different algorithms are applied, and displaying a result of the identifi-
cation.
[0015] The user feedback may include feedback title and feedback contents, wherein the identifying may include
identifying a first exposure frequency of a first positive word and a first negative word, respectively, included in the
feedback title by performing NLP on the feedback title, identifying a second exposure frequency of a second positive
word and a second negative word, respectively, included in the feedback contents by performing NLP on the feedback
contents, and identifying the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback on the product by applying a
weight higher than the second exposure frequency to the first exposure frequency.
[0016] The user feedback may further include rating information with respect to the product, and the identifying may
include identifying the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback on the product by applying a weight
higher than the first exposure frequency and the second exposure frequency to the rating information.
[0017] The identifying may include obtaining a first identification result by identifying positive feedback or negative
feedback on the product by performing NLP that a first algorithm is applied to the user feedback, obtaining a second
identification result by identifying positive feedback or negative feedback on the product by performing NLP that a second
algorithm is applied to the user feedback, and identifying the user feedback as negative feedback based on at least one
of the first identification result and the second identification result including negative feedback.
[0018] The displaying may include displaying a ratio of the positive feedback and the negative feedback on the keyword
information by product specification through the display, and based on a keyword corresponding to a specific specification
of the product being selected according to a user input, display at least a part of the user feedback including the keyword.
[0019] The method may further include displaying at least one of a UI for selecting the website to perform the crawling
and a UI for editing a keyword by the product specification through the display.
[0020] The identifying may include obtaining a first analysis result by performing NLP that the first algorithm is applied
to user feedback of a first language obtained by crawling the website, obtaining a second analysis result by performing
NLP that the second algorithm is applied to user feedback of a second language obtained by crawling the website, and
identifying the positive feedback or the negative feedback by synthesizing the obtained first and second analysis results.
[0021] The identifying may further include iidentifying each of a plurality of sentences included in the user feedback
as a positive sentence or a negative sentence, and identifying the user feedback as the positive feedback or the negative
feedback based on a ratio of the number of the positive sentences to a total number of sentences, and a ratio of the
number of the negative sentences to the total number of sentences, included in the user feedback.
[0022] Regarding a non-transitory computer readable medium storing computer instructions so that the electronic
apparatus performs an operation when executed by a processor of the electronic apparatus according to an embodiment
of the disclosure, the operation may include obtaining user feedback on the product by crawling a website, identifying
positive feedback or negative feedback among the user feedback corresponding to the keyword information by product
specification by performing natural language processing (NLP) to which at least two different algorithms are applied,
and providing the identification result.

[Effect of the Invention]

[0023] According to various embodiments of the disclosure as described above, positive feedback and negative feed-
back by product specification, and identification results with high accuracy can be provided.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0024]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an electronic apparatus according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a structure of an electronic apparatus, according to an embodiment of the
disclosure;
FIG. 3 is a view illustrating keyword information by product specification according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
FIG. 4 is a view illustrating positive and negative feedback by product specification according to an embodiment of
the disclosure;
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FIG. 5 is a view illustrating user feedback according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
FIG. 6 is a view illustrating user feedback including a selected keyword according to an embodiment of the disclosure;
and
FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a method of controlling an electronic apparatus according to an embodiment of the
disclosure.

[Best Mode for Implementing the Disclosure]

[0025] -

[Mode for Implementing the Disclosure]

[0026] The terms used in example embodiments will be briefly explained, and example embodiments will be described
in greater detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0027] Terms used in the disclosure are selected as general terminologies currently widely used in consideration of
the configuration and functions of the disclosure, but can be different depending on intention of those skilled in the art,
a precedent, appearance of new technologies, and the like. Further, in specific cases, terms may be arbitrarily selected.
In this case, the meaning of the terms will be described in the description of the corresponding embodiments. Accordingly,
the terms used in the description should not necessarily be construed as simple names of the terms, but be defined
based on meanings of the terms and overall contents of the disclosure.
[0028] The example embodiments may vary, and may be provided in different example embodiments. Various example
embodiments will be described with reference to accompanying drawings. However, this does not necessarily limit the
scope of the exemplary embodiments to a specific embodiment form. Instead, modifications, equivalents and replace-
ments included in the disclosed concept and technical scope of this specification may be employed. While describing
exemplary embodiments, if it is determined that the specific description regarding a known technology obscures the gist
of the disclosure, the specific description is omitted.
[0029] The terms such as "first," "second," and so on may be used to describe a variety of elements, but the elements
should not be limited by these terms. The terms used herein are solely intended to explain specific example embodiments,
and not to limit the scope of the disclosure.
[0030] Singular forms are intended to include plural forms unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. The terms
"include", "comprise", "is configured to," etc., of the description are used to indicate that there are features, numbers,
steps, operations, elements, parts or combination thereof, and they should not exclude the possibilities of combination
or addition of one or more features, numbers, steps, operations, elements, parts or a combination thereof.
[0031] In the disclosure, a ’module’ or a ’unit’ performs at least one function or operation and may be implemented by
hardware or software or a combination of the hardware and the software. In addition, a plurality of ’modules’ or a plurality
of ’units’ may be integrated into at least one module and may be at least one processor except for ’modules’ or ’units’
that should be realized in a specific hardware.
[0032] The example embodiments of the disclosure will be described in greater detail below in a manner that will be
understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. However, exemplary embodiments may be realized in a variety of different
configurations, and not limited to descriptions provided herein. Also, well-known functions or constructions are not
described in detail since they would obscure the invention with unnecessary detail.
[0033] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an electronic apparatus according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
[0034] As illustrated in FIG 1, an electronic apparatus 100 includes a storage 110, a processor 120 and a display 130.
[0035] The electronic apparatus 100 according to an embodiment of the disclosure may be a device capable of
performing natural language processing (NLP). For example, it may refer to a user terminal device, a display device, a
set-top box, a tablet personal computer (PC), smart phones, e-book reader, a desktop PC, a laptop PC, a workstation,
a server, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a portable multimedia player (PMP), an MP3 player, or the like. Alternatively,
the electronic apparatus 100 may refer to a system itself on which a cloud computing environment is built. However, it
is not limited thereto, and the electronic apparatus 100 may be any device as long as it can perform NLP using deep
learning.
[0036] The storage 110 may store keyword information by product specification. The specification of the product may
refer to its inherent performance, color, design, weight, etc. of the product. For example, if the product is a laptop, the
specifications of the laptop may include a display, a processor, a storage device, a weight, or the like. The keyword
information by specification may include Wide, OLED, supported resolution, etc. with respect to a display, and 128GB,
256GB, SSD, HDD, etc. with respect to the storage. However, it is only an example and may store various specification
information indicating unique characteristics of the product and keyword information by specification information. For
example, specifications of a TV may refer to display, video, sound, design and features, keywords by specification may
refer to a screen size, resolution, panel type, curved with respect to a display, HDR, 10 bit, dimming technology with
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respect to images, whether Dolby sound, RMS, and Bluetooth are supported with respect to the sound. As described
below, keyword information by product specification may be updated and edited by a user, a manufacturer, etc., and
the electronic apparatus 100 may update keyword information by product specification by communicating with an external
server. In addition, the product is not limited to electronic products, and may refer to various types of products that can
be purchased through internet shopping.
[0037] The processor 120 controls a general operation of the electronic apparatus 100.
[0038] The processor 120 may obtain user feedback on a product by crawling a website. The crawling may refer to
programming that browses a website in an automated manner. The crawling may be referred to as a spidering, but will
be referred to as crawling for convenience of description hereinafter.
[0039] The processor 120 may generate copies of pages of various websites using web crawling and store the gen-
erated copies in the storage 110. The website may refer to any website that can obtain user feedback on products. For
example, the processor 120 may obtain user feedback on a product by crawling a predetermined shopping mall website.
The processor 120 may crawl various products being sold on the website of the shopping mall and feedback (e.g.,
Review) written by the user on each product, and store them in the storage 110. However, it is not limited thereto, and
the processor 120 may obtain user feedback by randomly crawling a user community and an unspecified website for a
specific product in addition to a shopping mall website. The user feedback may refer to various types of opinions on a
product written by the user, such as a user’s evaluation, reviews, comments, reviews, etc. of the product. Hereinafter,
for convenience of description, user feedback based on text will be assumed and described. However, it is not limited
thereto, and the user feedback may be written in various forms such as videos, photos, images, or the like.
[0040] For example, the processor 120 may crawl a first website and store various web pages included in the first
website in the storage 110, and perform indexing on the stored web pages. In addition, user feedback on a product may
be obtained based on a URL of a web page. However, it is not limited thereto, and the processor 120 may obtain user
feedback on each of a plurality of products by using various types of data analysis methods on the webpage obtained
by crawling the website.
[0041] Also, the processor 120 may perform natural language processing (NLP) on the obtained user feedback. The
NLP may refer to a series of processing processes that analyze and extract meaningful information from text.
[0042] The processor 120 may perform various types of NLP based on deep learning. For example, the processor
120 may analyze user feedback using a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and a Convolution Neural Network (CNN)
learned NLP algorithm.
[0043] The processor 120 according to an embodiment of the disclosure may perform syntactic analysis on user
feedback. For example, the processor 120 may analyze user feedback in a predetermined grammatical unit. The proc-
essor 120 may perform candidate syntactic parsing. Accordingly, the user feedback may be parsed in a sentence
structure or word unit. The processor 120 may perform semantic analysis of the parsed data. The processor 120 may
perform word sense disambiguation and derive a user intent. For example, the processor may derive a user’s intention
and output user feedback. However, this is only an example, and the processor 120 is not necessarily limited thereto to
perform NLP. The processor 120 may perform NLP on user feedback using at least two different algorithms. The algorithm
may refer to various types of NLP algorithms such as Stanford CoreNLP, Doc2Vec, Word2Vec, Samsung Find, or the
like. In addition, the algorithm is not limited to the known NLP algorithm, and of course, it may refer to various types of
NLP algorithms obtained according to machine learning results.
[0044] In particular, the processor 120 may perform NLP on user feedback, and identify positive feedback or negative
feedback by product specification among user feedback corresponding to keyword information by specification stored
in the storage 110.
[0045] According to an embodiment, user feedback for a first TV of a manufacturer A may include feedback for each
specification of the first TV. For example, the user feedback may include positive or negative feedback with respect to
displays among a plurality of specifications of the first TV, and include positive or negative feedback with respect to
image quality, panel type, and supported resolution among the displays. The processor 120 may identify whether user
feedback for each specification corresponds to positive or negative based on keyword information.
[0046] For example, it may be assumed that 3D, image quality, resolution, panel type, etc. are stored as keyword
information in the storage 110 for specifications of a TV display.
[0047] The processor 120 may perform NLP on user feedback for the first TV, and identify whether user feedback for
each of 3D, image quality, resolution, and panel type is positive feedback or negative feedback based on keyword
information. The processor 120 may identify positive feedback or negative feedback for each specification in the user
feedback for the first TV, and provide the identification result to the user.
[0048] The processor 120 according to an embodiment of the disclosure may perform NLP on user feedback using
at least two different algorithms. For example, the processor 120 may perform NLP using only one algorithm for user
feedback, or may perform NLP using at least two different algorithms and identify positive feedback or negative feedback
among user feedback corresponding to keyword information by product specification.
[0049] According to an embodiment of the disclosure, the processor 120 may perform NLP applying at least two
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different algorithms among Stanford CoreNLP , Doc2Vec, Word2Vec, and Samsung Find to identify positive feedback
or negative feedback among user feedback corresponding to keyword information by product specification.
[0050] The processor 120 may provide identification results. For example, the processor 120 may provide a ratio of
positive feedback and negative feedback for each keyword corresponding to each specification of the product, and when
a keyword corresponding to a specific specification of the product is selected according to a user input, the processor
may provide at least a portion of the user feedback including a keyword.
[0051] The processor 120 according to an embodiment of the disclosure may identify user feedback as positive
feedback or negative feedback. In other words, the processor 120 may identify the user feedback itself as positive
feedback or negative feedback.
[0052] The processor according to an embodiment may perform NLP that a first algorithm is applied to user feedback
to identify positive feedback or negative feedback on a product, and obtain a first identification result, and may perform
NLP that a second algorithm is applied to user feedback to identify positive feedback or negative feedback on the product,
and obtain a second identification result. If at least one of the first identification result and the second identification result
includes negative feedback, the processor may identify the user feedback as negative feedback. For example, the
processor may identify the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback based on the following processing.

If (Stanford CoreNLP classifies as negative OR Doc2Vec classifies as negative
 OR Samsungs Find classifies as negative)
 Final sentiment is ’negative feedback’
 Else
 Final sentiment is ’positive feedback’

[0053] However, it is not limited thereto, and if NLP is performed on user feedback using the plurality of NLP algorithms,
the processor 120 may obtain identification results for each of the plurality of NLP algorithms, and identify user feedback
as positive feedback or negative feedback according to a result taking a majority of a plurality of identification results.
Meanwhile, Stanford CoreNLP, Doc2Vec, and Samsungs Find are examples of NLP algorithms, and the processor 120
may obtain identification results for user feedback based on various types of NLP algorithms.
[0054] The user feedback according to an embodiment of the disclosure may include a feedback title and feedback
contents. The feedback title may refer to a title, a summary, or the like with respect to user reviews, comments, reviews,
or the like. The feedback title may briefly summarize user’s evaluation, reviews of products, etc., and the feedback
contents may include specific evaluations of products.
[0055] The processor 120 according to an embodiment may apply different weights to the first identification result
obtained by performing NLP on the feedback title and the second identification result obtained by performing NLP on
the feedback contents, and identify the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback. For example, the
processor 120 may perform NLP on the feedback title to identify a first exposure frequency of each of a first positive
word and a first negative word included in the feedback title, and perform NLP on the feedback contents to identify a
second exposure frequency of each of a second positive word and a second negative included in the feedback title. If
an exposure frequency of the positive word is relatively higher than an exposure frequency of the negative word, the
user feedback may be identified as the positive feedback. For example, the processor 120 may apply a relatively higher
weight than the second exposure frequency to the first exposure frequency obtained by performing NLP on the feedback
title in which the user’s evaluation, reviews, or the like are briefly summarized.
[0056] The user feedback on a first product may assume that the feedback title is "the first product with excellent
performance", and, the feedback contents is "a second product with bad image quality compared to the first product".
Although both the feedback title and the feedback contents are positive feedbacks on the first product, if the same weight
is applied to the identification result obtained by performing NLP on the feedback title and the feedback contents, the
user feedback may be incorrectly determined as positive feedback or negative feedback due to a negative word included
in the feedback contents (e.g., bad image quality).
[0057] The processor 120 according to an embodiment of the disclosure may apply a weight that is relatively higher
than the second exposure frequency obtained by performing NLP on the feedback contents to the first exposure frequency
obtained by performing NLP on the feedback title. For example, the processor 120 may apply a relatively high weight
on a first NLP performance result corresponding to "the first product with excellent performance" than a second NLP
performance result corresponding to "the second product with worse image quality than the first product, and identify
user feedback on products as positive feedback or negative feedback, so that an accuracy may be improved.
[0058] User feedback according to an embodiment may further include rating information. The rating information may
refer to numerically intuitive feedback on the product. For example, if a satisfaction on a product with a perfect score of
10 and a satisfaction on a product with a 5-star rating are described as feedback on a product, the processor 120 may
identify user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback based on rating information. The rating information
may be referred to as a rating system, etc., hereinafter, it will be collectively referred to as rating information. However,
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a numerical feedback is an embodiment, and the rating information may be expressed using alphabets such as A, B,
C, D, etc., and may also be expressed using symbols, or the like, indicating satisfaction/dissatisfaction on the product.
[0059] The processor 120 may identify user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback by applying a high
weight to the rating information on a product. For example, the processor may apply the feedback title included in the
user feedback, the first exposure frequency on each of the feedback contentss, a first weight, and a third weight higher
than a second weight to the rating information, and identify the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback.
[0060] According to an embodiment, the most intuitive information to identify whether the user feedback is positive
feedback or negative feedback on the product may be rating information, feedback title, and feedback contents in order.
Based on this order, the processor 120 may apply a highest weight to the rating information, and obtain an identification
result by applying a lowest weight to the feedback contents.
[0061] The processor 120 according to an embodiment of the disclosure may crawl a plurality of websites using different
languages. The processor 120 may identify positive feedback or negative feedback by performing NLP to which NLP
algorithm optimized for each language is applied. For example, the processor 120 may obtain a first analysis result by
performing NLP that a first NLP algorithm is applied to user feedback of a first language, and obtain a second analysis
result by performing NLP that a second NLP algorithm is applied to user feedback of a second language. The processor
120 may identify positive feedback or negative feedback by synthesizing the first and second analysis results.
[0062] For example, since different NLP algorithms must be applied to different languages such as English, Japanese,
Chinese, Korean, or the like, the processor 120 may obtain an analysis result by performing NLP that NLP algorithm
corresponding to each language is applied to user feedback obtained by crawling a website, and identify the user
feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback by synthesizing the obtained analysis result.
[0063] The processor 120 according to an embodiment of the disclosure may identify each of a plurality of sentences
included in the user feedback as a positive sentence or a negative sentence, and identify the user feedback as positive
feedback or negative feedback based on a ratio of the number of positive sentences with respect to the total number of
sentences included in the user feedback and a ratio of the number of negative sentences with respect to the total number
of sentences included in the user feedback.
[0064] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a structure of an electronic apparatus, according to an embodiment of the
disclosure.
[0065] Referring to FIG. 2, the electronic apparatus 100 includes a storage 110, a processor 120, and a display 130.
In FIG. 2, the elements shown in FIG. 1 will not be described in detail.
[0066] The processor 120 may control the overall operation of the electronic apparatus 100.
[0067] The processor 120 may include one or more of a digital signal processor (DSP), a central processing unit
(CPU), a controller, application processor (AP), a communication processor (CP), or an ARM processor, or may be
defined by the corresponding term.
[0068] The processor 120 may include, for example, and without limitation, a CPU, a ROM (or a non-volatile memory)
in which a control program for controlling the electronic apparatus 100 is stored and a RAM (or volatile memory) used
to store data input from outside of the electronic apparatus 100 or used as a storage area corresponding to various
operations performed in the electronic apparatus 100.
[0069] The CPU is configured to access the storage 110 and perform booting using an operating system (OS) stored
in the storage 110. In addition, the CPU may perform various operations using various programs, content, data, etc.
which are stored in the storage 110.
[0070] The storage 110 stores various data such as an operating system (O/S) software module for driving the electronic
apparatus 100, and various data like various kinds of multimedia contents.
[0071] The storage 110 may be implemented as an internal memory such as a ROM, RAM, etc. included in the
processor 120 or may be implemented as a memory separate from the processor 120. The storage 110 may be imple-
mented in the form of a memory embedded in the electronic apparatus 100 according to a purpose of data storage, or
may be implemented in a form of a memory detachable from the electronic apparatus 100. For example, data for driving
the electronic apparatus 100 may be stored in a memory embedded in the electronic apparatus 100, and data for an
extension function of the electronic apparatus 100 may be stored in a detachable from the electronic apparatus 100.
Meanwhile, the memory embedded in the electronic apparatus 100 may be implemented in the form of non-volatile
memory, volatile memory, a hard disk drive (HDD), solid state drive (SSD), or the like, and a memory detachable from
a sound output apparatus 100 may be implemented in the form of a memory card (e.g., micro SD card, USB memory,
etc.), an external memory (e.g., USB memory) connectable to a USB port.
[0072] The display 130 may be implemented with various types of displays such as a liquid crystal display (LCD), an
organic light emitting diode (OLED), a liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS), and a digital light processing (DLP). However, it
is not limited thereto, and may be implemented with various types of displays capable of displaying images.
[0073] The display 130 may output identification results under the control of the processor 120. According to an
embodiment of the disclosure, the display 130 may display a ratio of positive feedback and negative feedback on keyword
information by product specification under the control of the processor 120. In addition, when a keyword corresponding
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to a specific specification of a product is selected according to user input, the display 130 may display at least a portion
of the user feedback including the selected keyword.
[0074] The display 130 according to an embodiment may provide at least one of a UI for selecting a website to perform
a crawl under the control of the processor 120 and a UI for editing a keyword by product specification.
[0075] The communicator is an element to perform communication with various types of external devices according
to various types of communication methods. The communicator includes a Wi-Fi chip, Bluetooth chip, wireless commu-
nication chip, NFC chip and the like. In addition, the processor 110 may perform communication with various external
devices using the communicator.
[0076] Especially, the Wi-Fi chip and Bluetooth chip each performs communication in the Wi-Fi method, and Bluetooth
method, respectively. When the WI-FI chip or the Bluetooth chip is used, various connection information such as SSID
and session key may be first exchanged, communication may be connected by using the connection information, and
various information may be exchanged. The wireless communication chip 153 indicates a chip which performs commu-
nication in accordance with various communication standards such as IEEE, ZigBee, 3rd generation (3G), 3rd generation
partnership project (3GPP), and long term evolution (LTE) or the like. The NFC chip 154 refers to a chip that operates
using a Near Field Communication (NFC) method using a 13.56 MHz band among various RF-ID frequency bands, such
as 135 kHz, 13.56 MHz, 433 MHz, 860 to 960 MHz, and 2.45 GHz.
[0077] The processor 120 may obtain user feedback on a product by crawling a website through the communicator.
[0078] According to an embodiment of the disclosure, the processor 120 may receive keyword information by product
specification from an external device through a communicator, store the keyword information in the storage 10, or update
pre-stored information.
[0079] The processor 120 may crawl the website to obtain user feedback, and perform NLP to identify positive feedback
or negative feedback among the user feedback, but according to another embodiment of the disclosure, the processor
120 may receive an identification result from an external server through the communicator. Even if the processor 120
does not perform crawling and NLP on its own, the electronic apparatus 100 may receive the identification result obtained
by the external server performing the NLP through the communicator and display the identification result.
[0080] The user interface receives various user interactions. Herein, the user interface 160 may be implemented in
various forms according to implementing embodiments of the electronic apparatus 100. For example, the user interface
may refer to a button provided in the electronic apparatus 100, a microphone that receives a user voice, a camera
sensing a user motion, or the like. Further, in response to the electronic apparatus 100 being implemented to be an
electronic apparatus based on touch, the user interface may be implemented to be touch screen that forms an interlayer
structure with a touch pad. In this case, the user interface 160 may be used as the above-described display 130.
[0081] For example, when a keyword corresponding to a specific specification of a product is selected according to a
user input through the user interface, the processor 120 may provide at least a portion including a keyword selected in
user feedback.
[0082] The audio processor 170 may be configured to perform processing on audio data. The audio processor 170
may perform various processing with respect to audio data, such as decoding, amplification, noise filtering, or the like.
[0083] FIG. 3 is a view illustrating keyword information by product specification according to an embodiment of the
disclosure.
[0084] According to FIG. 3, the electronic apparatus 100 may store keyword information by product specification.
Herein, the specification may refer to a category for describing a product. For example, a TV product may be described
as specifications such as screen standards, image quality, sound, support terminals, or the like. Each specification may
include more detailed keywords. For example, the screen specification may include keywords such as screen size,
resolution, shape (e.g., curved or flat), viewing angle, LED method, or the like. In addition, the image quality may include
keywords such as HDR, panel type, dimming, or the like. However, this is for convenience of description and is not
limited thereto. The electronic apparatus 100 may store various specifications and keyword information by product
specification not illustrated in FIG. 3.
[0085] Although FIG. 3 illustrates TV product specifications and keyword information by specifications in a table, the
electronic apparatus 100 may store keyword information by product specification of various types of products. For
example, the electronic apparatus 100 may store keyword information by product specification with respect to a vehicle,
such as an engine, a transmission, a fuel type, an engine displacement, a driving method, maximum torque, or the like
[0086] The electronic apparatus 100 may perform NLP on user feedback obtained by crawling a website and identify
positive feedback or negative feedback by specification based on keyword information.
[0087] According to an embodiment of the disclosure, the electronic apparatus 100 may perform NLP with respect to
a sentence including HDR and panel type with respect to image quality in the user feedback, and identify positive
feedback or negative feedback for the image quality among the user feedback. The electronic apparatus 100 may provide
an identification result.
[0088] According to an embodiment of the disclosure, the electronic apparatus 100 may display a UI for editing keywords
by product specifications. As illustrated in FIG. 3, keywords for identifying positive feedback or negative feedback in
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user feedback may be added, edited, and deleted.
[0089] FIG. 4 is a view illustrating positive and negative feedback by product according to an embodiment of the
disclosure.
[0090] According to FIG. 4, the electronic apparatus 100 may identify positive feedback or negative feedback by
product specification among user feedback based on keyword information, and an identification result may be provided
to the user.
[0091] For example, if the product is a display apparatus, the electronic apparatus 100 may store a plurality of spec-
ifications (e.g., Feature) and keyword by specification (e.g., Subfeature) information with respect to the display apparatus.
The electronic apparatus 100 may perform NLP on the obtained user feedback and identify positive feedback or negative
feedback by keyword. For example, the electronic apparatus 100 may perform NLP based on keyword poor grip with
respect to a remote and provide a ratio of positive feedback and negative feedback.
[0092] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the electronic apparatus 100 may acquire and display a ratio of positive feedback and
negative feedback with respect to keyword information by product specification. The electronic apparatus 100 may
provide a ratio of positive feedback and negative feedback by keyword in addition to the ratio of positive feedback and
negative feedback by specification.
[0093] FIG. 5 is a view illustrating user feedback according to an embodiment of the disclosure.
[0094] According to FIG. 5, when a keyword corresponding to a specific specification of a product is selected according
to a user input, the electronic apparatus 100 may provide at least a part of feedback of the user including the keyword.
For example, a keyword "damage" is selected according to the user input, the electronic apparatus 100 may display
user feedback including "damage" from user feedback obtained by crawling a website.
[0095] According to an embodiment, a negative feedback and the "damage" is selected according to a user input, the
electronic apparatus 100 may display a part of the user feedback including the negative feedback with respect to the
"damage".
[0096] Accordingly, the electronic apparatus 100 may provide a ratio of positive feedback and negative feedback by
keyword corresponding to each specification to the user. In addition, the electronic apparatus may provide a part of user
feedback including a keyword selected according to a user input.
[0097] FIG. 6 is a view illustrating user feedback including a selected keyword according to an embodiment of the
disclosure.
[0098] As illustrated in FIG. 6, user feedback may be divided into a plurality of areas. A first area may refer to a feedback
title 610, a second area may refer to feedback contents 620, and a third area may refer to rating information 630. The
feedback title 610 may refer to a title, summary, etc. with respect to the user feedback. The feedback title 610 may be
a brief summary of the user’s evaluation, reviews or the like with respect to a product.
[0099] The feedback contents 620 may refer to a detailed evaluation or review with respect to products. The electronic
apparatus 100 may perform NLP on the feedback contents 620 to identify positive feedback or negative feedback by
specification.
[0100] Also, the electronic apparatus 100 may perform NLP on the feedback title 610 and the feedback contents 620,
respectively, to identify user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback. For example, the electronic apparatus
100 may perform NLP on the feedback title 610 to identify a first exposure frequency of a first positive word and a first
negative word, respectively, included in the feedback title 610, and perform NLP on the feedback contents 620 to identify
a second exposure frequency of a second positive word and a second negative word, respectively, included in the
feedback contents 620. The exposure frequency may refer to an intent of a sentence by performing NLP on the feedback
title 610 and the feedback contents 620, respectively.
[0101] The electronic apparatus 100 may identify user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback with respect
to a product by applying a weight higher than the second exposure frequency to the first exposure frequency. A relatively
higher weight is given to the exposure frequency (or intent of the sentence) of the feedback title 610 in which a main
content of the user feedback is summarized and implicitly expressed than the feedback contents 620 including a plurality
of sentences, such that the electronic apparatus 100 may identify whether the user feedback is positive feedback or
negative feedback with high accuracy.
[0102] According to an embodiment of the disclosure, if rating information 630 with respect to a product is included in
the user feedback, the electronic apparatus 100 may identify the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback
with respect to the product by applying a higher weight than an identification result with respect to the feedback title 610
and the feedback contents 620 to the rating information 630.
[0103] Since the rating information 630 may refer to an index that intuitively indicates the user’s evaluation, emotion,
or the like of the product, the electronic apparatus 100 may assign a relatively higher weight to the rating information
630 to identify whether the user feedback is positive or negative.
[0104] According to another embodiment, it may assume a case when it is hard the electronic apparatus 100 to identify
whether the user feedback is positive or negative by using the rating information 630. For example, it may assume that
when a total of 5 stars is a perfect score, the user’s rating information 630 is 3 stars, or when a total of 10 stars is a
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perfect score, and the user’s rating information 630 is 5 stars. In addition to the rating information 630, the electronic
apparatus 100 may identify the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback based on a ratio of the number
of positive sentences to the total number of sentences included in the user feedback and a ratio of the number of negative
sentences to the total number of sentences.
[0105] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a method of controlling an electronic apparatus according to an embodiment
of the disclosure.
[0106] As illustrated in FIG. 7, the method of controlling the electronic apparatus in which keyword information by
product specification is stored may obtain user feedback with respect to a product by crawling a website (S710).
[0107] The method may perform Natural Language Processing (NLP) to which at least two different algorithms are
applied (S720) and identify user feedback corresponding to the keyword information by specification as positive feedback
or negative feedback (S730).
[0108] A result of the identification is displayed (S740).
[0109] User feedback according to an embodiment may include a feedback title and feedback contents, and the
operation of performing NLP S720 and the identifying NLP S730 may include identifying a first exposure frequency of
a first positive word and a first negative word, respectively included in the feedback title by performing NLP on the
feedback title, and identifying a second exposure frequency of a second positive word and a second negative word,
respectively, included in the feedback contents by performing NLP on the feedback contents, and identifying the user
feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback with respect to the product by applying a higher weight than the
second exposure frequency to the first exposure frequency.
[0110] The user feedback may further include rating information on the product.
[0111] The identifying may apply a weight higher than the first and second exposure frequencies to the rating infor-
mation, and identify positive feedback or negative feedback on the user feedback.
[0112] The identifying may include obtaining a first identification result by identifying positive feedback or negative
feedback on the product by performing NLP that a first algorithm is applied to the user feedback, and obtaining a second
identification result by identifying positive feedback or negative feedback on the product by performing NLP that a second
algorithm is applied to the user feedback, and identifying the user feedback as negative feedback if at least one of the
first identification result and the second identification result includes negative feedback.
[0113] The displaying operation S740 according to an embodiment may include displaying a ratio of positive feedback
and negative feedback on keyword information by product specification, and if a keyword corresponding to a specific
specification of the product according to a user input displaying at least a part of the user feedback including the keyword.
[0114] The operation of displaying S740 may include displaying at least one of a UI for selecting a website for crawling
and a UI for editing the keyword by product specification.
[0115] The identifying may include obtaining a first analysis result by performing NLP applying the first algorithm to
the user feedback of a first language obtained by crawling a first website, obtaining a second analysis result by performing
NLP applying the second algorithm to the user feedback of a second language obtained by crawling a second website,
and identifying positive feedback or negative feedback by synthesizing the first and second analysis results.
[0116] Also, the identifying may include identifying each of a plurality of sentences included in user feedback as a
positive sentence or a negative sentence, and identifying the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback
based on a ratio of the number of positive sentences to the total number of sentences included in the user feedback
and a ratio of the number of negative sentences to the total number of sentences included in the user feedback.
[0117] Various exemplary embodiments described above may be embodied in a recording medium that may be read
by a computer or a similar apparatus to the computer by using software, hardware, or a combination thereof. The
embodiments described herein may be implemented by the processor itself in some cases. In a software configuration,
various embodiments described in the specification such as a procedure and a function may be embodied as separate
software modules. The software modules may respectively perform one or more functions and operations described in
the present specification.
[0118] Methods of controlling a display apparatus according to various exemplary embodiments may be stored on a
non-transitory readable medium. Computer instructions stored in the non-transitory readable medium may allow a specific
device to perform a processing operation in accordance with various embodiments described above when executed by
a processor.
[0119] The non-transitory computer readable recording medium refers to a medium that stores data and that can be
read by devices. For example, the non-transitory computer-readable medium may be CD, DVD, a hard disc, Blu-ray
disc, USB, a memory card, ROM, or the like.
[0120] The foregoing exemplary embodiments and advantages are merely exemplary and are not to be construed as
limiting the present invention. The present teaching can be readily applied to other types of apparatuses. Also, the
description of the exemplary embodiments is intended to be illustrative, and not to limit the scope of the claims, and
many alternatives, modifications, and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art.
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Claims

1. An electronic apparatus comprising:

a display;
a storage in which keyword information by product specification is stored; and
a processor configured to obtain user feedback on the product by crawling a website,
identify positive feedback or negative feedback among the user feedback corresponding to the keyword infor-
mation by specification by performing natural language processing (NLP) to which at least two different algorithms
are applied, and display a result of the identification through the display.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the user feedback includes feedback title and feedback contents,
wherein the processor is configured to identify a first exposure frequency of a first positive word and a first negative
word, respectively, included in the feedback title by performing NLP on the feedback title,
identify a second exposure frequency of a second positive word and a second negative word, respectively, included
in the feedback contents by performing NLP on the feedback contents, and
identify the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback on the product by applying a weight higher
than the second exposure frequency to the first exposure frequency.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the user feedback further comprises rating information with respect to the product,
and
wherein the processor is configured to the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback on the product
by applying a weight higher than the first exposure frequency and the second exposure frequency to the rating
information.

4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the processor is configured to obtain a first identification result by identifying
positive feedback or negative feedback on the product by performing NLP that a first algorithm is applied to the user
feedback,
obtain a second identification result by identifying positive feedback or negative feedback on the product by performing
NLP that a second algorithm is applied to the user feedback, and
identify the user feedback as negative feedback based on at least one of the first identification result and the second
identification result including negative feedback.

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the processor is configured to display a ratio of the positive feedback and the
negative feedback on the keyword information by product specification through the display, and based on a keyword
corresponding to a specific specification of the product being selected according to a user input, display at least a
part of the user feedback including the keyword.

6. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the processor is configured to display at least one of a UI for selecting the website
to perform the crawling and a UI for editing a keyword by the product specification through the display.

7. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the processor is configured to obtain a first analysis result by performing NLP
that the first algorithm is applied to user feedback of a first language obtained by crawling the website,
obtain a second analysis result by performing NLP that the second algorithm is applied to user feedback of a second
language obtained by crawling the website, and
identify the positive feedback or the negative feedback by synthesizing the obtained first and second analysis results.

8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the processor is configured to identify each of a plurality of sentences included
in the user feedback as a positive sentence or a negative sentence, and
identify the user feedback as the positive feedback or the negative feedback based on a ratio of the number of the
positive sentences to a total number of sentences, and a ratio of the number of the negative sentences to the total
number of sentences, included in the user feedback.

9. A method of controlling an electronic apparatus storing keyword information by product specification, the method
comprising:

obtaining user feedback on the product by crawling a website;
identifying positive feedback or negative feedback among the user feedback corresponding to the keyword
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information by product specification by performing natural language processing (NLP) to which at least two
different algorithms are applied; and
displaying a result of the identification.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the user feedback includes feedback title and feedback contents,
wherein the identifying comprises:

identifying a first exposure frequency of a first positive word and a first negative word, respectively, included in
the feedback title by performing NLP on the feedback title;
identifying a second exposure frequency of a second positive word and a second negative word, respectively,
included in the feedback contents by performing NLP on the feedback contents; and
identifying the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback on the product by applying a weight
higher than the second exposure frequency to the first exposure frequency.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the user feedback further comprises rating information with respect to the product,
and
wherein the identifying comprises identifying the user feedback as positive feedback or negative feedback on the
product by applying a weight higher than the first exposure frequency and the second exposure frequency to the
rating information.

12. The method of claim 9, wherein the identifying comprises:

obtaining a first identification result by identifying positive feedback or negative feedback on the product by
performing NLP that a first algorithm is applied to the user feedback;
obtaining a second identification result by identifying positive feedback or negative feedback on the product by
performing NLP that a second algorithm is applied to the user feedback; and
identifying the user feedback as negative feedback based on at least one of the first identification result and
the second identification result including negative feedback.

13. The method of claim 9, wherein the displaying comprises:

displaying a ratio of the positive feedback and the negative feedback on the keyword information by product
specification through the display; and
based on a keyword corresponding to a specific specification of the product being selected according to a user
input, display at least a part of the user feedback including the keyword.

14. The method of claim 9, further comprising displaying at least one of a UI for selecting the website to perform the
crawling and a UI for editing a keyword by the product specification through the display.

15. The method of claim 9, wherein the identifying comprises:

obtaining a first analysis result by performing NLP that the first algorithm is applied to user feedback of a first
language obtained by crawling the website;
obtaining a second analysis result by performing NLP that the second algorithm is applied to user feedback of
a second language obtained by crawling the website; and
identifying the positive feedback or the negative feedback by synthesizing the obtained first and second analysis
results.
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